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On t h色描品ndelbrotSet of w二 Z11J「C

W 二 zn十cのMandelbrot集合について
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橋本有司・ 永 谷 彬

The Mandelbrot set of w二 Z2十cis well-known. The purpose of this paper is to investigate 

the properties of the Mandelbrot set 肌 ofw = z叫 cfor n寸， 4， 5， ....... As a consequence， we 

shall see that the shape of Mn is very close to the closed unit disc for sufficiently large 

n. Further， we shall give the explicit formulas for the 2-cycles of札 andthe 3-cycles of 

M2 • 

H.官18阻andelbrotset札。 Let胃 二 Pc， n (Z)二 zn+cbe a complex-valued function of a complex 

variable z胃ithsome complex constant c回 dwith some integer nミ2.We consider the iteration 

of w = Pr.. n (z) and denote the k-th iterate ofド Pc，，，(z)byw=Pc.nk(Z)‘百1eMandelbrot set Mn 

of w=Pc， n(Z) is the set of v旦luesof c's for which the sequence {Pc， nk(O)} (孟二1，2，3，......)is 

bounded， that is，札二 {cIIPc，nk(O) 1 Hc， n，k二1，2，3ヲ }， where Ac， n is呂 const回tdepending on 

c and n. 

Theorem 1. Setting L"， k = {c 1 IPc， ok(O) 1豆n-1f2}， then， Ln， 1 J Ln， 2コLn，3コ，叩dwe have 

国n二日 Lo. k・
k=l 

Proof. First， suppose IPc， n(O) 1二Icl> n-1ft， then， we have 

IPc， n2(0) 1 = Icn十clきIcln-kl~ !cl(lcln-1-1)， 

and by induction， 

IPc， nk(O)1量Icl(lcln-1-l)n +......+n+1 

From thes巴 ineqt凶 ities， we see that if c il L"， 1， then c il Ln， 2， Ln・"，...... as 1 P c. n k (0) 1 > n -1 f2 f or 

k=2.3，..... and d Mn as IPc.ok(O)1→田 (k→∞).Therefore， we have Ln. 1コLn，2.， Ln. 3，回dLn， 1 J Mn・

Next， suppose !Pc， nk(0)I>n-112， th且tis， c il Ln， k. If Icl>n-l.;z， we have already seen that 

c~Ln ， k+l，Ln. k+2，回ddMn. If Icl ~n-1/2， setting IPc. 0"(0)1 =h， we have 

IPc. nk+1(0)1士 I{Pc，nk(o)}n+cl ~ Ipc， n"(O)!日 Icl~ hn-hきh(hn-1-1)， 

and in a similar way. 

IPc. nk+'(O)1とh(hn-1_1)n<-i+......+叶1

This implies that if ciltn.k，then CilLn.k+1，Ln.k+2，...... as !Pc.nk+'(O)1 >n-1/2 for s=1，2，叩d

d Mn as IPc，nk+'(O)1→∞ (s→田). Theref ore， 附 haveL"， k コLo，k+l， Ln， k+2， ー回dLn， kコMn.
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Hence， we have Ln. 1 J Ln.ρLn. "コ…叩dMn仁 nLn.k. As Mnコn_Ln.k is trivial， we obtain k= 1 k=1 

the theorem. Q.E.D. 

According to Theorem 1， Mn is the int色rsectionof the closed subsets of the complex plain 

C bounded by n -t，厄.so that， Mn is also the closed subset of C bounded by .-1[2. Further， if 

C -Mn contains a bounded component， some C -L.. k also contains a bounded component， which is 

a contradiction by the maximum principle. Therefore. C-Mn contains no bounded components and 

Mn is simply connected. Later. we shall see that Mn consists of only one component. We shall 

give the pictures of M2， M3 and M64 by using the computor graphics. 

M2 Ma M64 

~2. The m ain component of the interior of M.・Theinterior of the Mande 1 brot set Mn 

consists of infinitely many components. Among these components， we denote the largest one 

containing c = 0 by W.・

On the other hand， we cons ider the set of those c' s for which the fixed point of w = z. + C 

has its multiplier 1 satisfying /1/ <1. We call this set the attracting cycles of W=ZD+C担 d

denote it by Dn.]. Let a be the fixed point， t凶he佃n，w鵬巴 h匝av刊ean+句c=a阻 dn凹ao-1=寸1w町it油h/μ1/<行1.

m恥加恥e官ere陀e伽foぽore，

百1児eorem2. Dn. 1 = Wn・

Proof. First， we shall prove Dn. 1仁M.・Letc be the point of Dn. 1. If c ~ Mn， then， we have 

/PO・nk (0) /→∞ (k→∞) for the critical point z=O of W=ZD+C. Therefore， the Julia set of w=z.+c 

is totally disconnected. On the other hand， the fixed point of w = z.+c is attracting， so that 

the Julia set of w = Zn+C is the boundary of the basin of attraction around the fixed point. 

This is a contradiction， and we have c E Mn・

Next， we shall prove Dn. ]=Wn・Dn.1 CWn is trivial. No胃， suppose there exists a point c of 

Wn -lJn. 1， where IJn.] is the closure of Dn.] in C. Then， as c E W"仁札， the s珂uence{P.. nk(O)} 

(k=l， 2， 3，・・・)， which are the functions of c， is uniformly bounded， so that， the subsequence of 

{Pc. nk(O)} converges uniformly to the function On(C) which is the fixed point of w=zn +c. on 
the other hand， as c ~ Dn. 1， this fixed point is repelling. Therefore， we have Pc. .k(O) =れ(c)

for some sufficiently large k.百1evalues of c's satisfying these equations are countable. 

This is a contrdiction， and we have Dn. 1 = Wn・ Q.E.D.

According to Theorem 2， we see that the se引 enceof functions {Pc. .k(O)} of c converges 

in Dn.] to the function On(C) which is the branch of the algebraic function On(C)Dーれ(c)+c= 0 

satisfying On(O)=O. 

Further， combining Theorem 1 and羽leorem2， we obtain the following theorem. 
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] f'] 
for which the equalites lim ~ァァー (1 一)= 1叩 dlim n-1.(2二 1are satisfied. 

4 曲 、/n n "→田

a3.The attracting cycles of Mn・日efurther investigate the set of va1ues of c's for which 

the fixed point of官二 Pc，n k(Z) has its multipli巴r ). satisfying 1 ). 1く1.We call this set the 

attracting k-cycles of w = zn+c and denote it by Dn. k. Let a b巴 thefixed point， then，胃ehave 

P，. n k(日)=四回dnk{pc. nk-1(a}"'Pc， n(日)日}n-l=).with 1 A [<1. Butヲ itis difficult to give the 

explicit formu1a for Dp • k from these equations. Here， we 3ha11 give the explicit formulas for 

Dn. k in the case of k=2 and in the case of k二3and n=2. 

In the case of k二2，instead of these equations， we consider the fo110wing equations. 

出口+c=ム sn+c = a， a * s， n2an-1pn 】=.l， ! A 1く1.

From these equations， setting a+s=c. as=l，附 havethe following explicit formula for Dn. 2・

/c¥ /Onn-2(n./¥¥ 
Theorem4. Dn.2={clr~1=r ~;l r;l+r~l ， 111<n-~ 台}。¥01 ¥-1¥/ ¥¥/ ¥1/"".n-1ザn"

According to this formula，胃ehave 

D2.2={cl叩 C (+1=0， 111くj}イcll肘 11〈i}，

l 
which is the open disc of radius 4 with its center cニ 1.And a1so by this formula， we have 

I 
D".2={clc二村+i， (2 -1+ 1 =0， 111 <ー}= {clc = /1-1(1+1)， 111くー}， 

3 

which is the domain inside the curve c = ~ 1m / e i '/2=3 ( ei 0/2 + 3). 
3[3 

We remark that the sequence of functions {P，. o2k(0)} (kご 1，2，3，......) of c converges in Dn. 2 

to the functionれ(c) which is the branch of the algebraic function {れ(c)n+c}n れ(c)+c=O

satisfyingゆn(O)=O，and that the sequence of functions {Pc. ，， 21<+1(0)} (kニ 1， 2， 3， .....) of c 

conver耳esin D且. 2 to the function o n (c) n+C. 

In the c出 eof k=3， the equations are far complicated. We can give the explicit formula 

only for D2 "・ Inthis case， we consider the fo11owing equat.ions. 

a2+c二 s，s 2+C = 1， r 2+C = a， a * s， 8日sr=).， IAIく1.

From t.hese equations， setting a8r = 1， we have the following explicit formula for D2. 3. 

D2，3 = {clc3+2♂+ (1-1 )c+(lり)2= 0， 111くi}
This Is the domain consisting of three components of the interior of the Mandelbrot. set M2・

One is located on the main antenna of M2， and the otber two在retangent to the main com卯nent
1 3ゐ 2

W2 at c = ー+ームーi. These latter two co田ponentsare the image of the algebraic function c of 
8~ 8 

1， so that， they are not the open discs. 

We sha 11 gi ve the pictures of D2.. 1 U D2. 2 lJ D2. "， D3. 1 U D3. 2.叩 dD64・1in the fo11o胃lng.
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According to [2J， each component I)f D2， k is conformally equivalent to the open unit disc. 

It is not known that all the components of the interior of M2 coinside with all the cycles. 

H. 百1eGreen's function of C一札.We consider the f臼1ll肱I

i凶S呂 W附ell-defined，single-valued回 alyticfunction in C-Ln， k叩 dmaps C-Ln， k conformally onto 

C -{cllc I ~ n' (n-1) f2}固 Therefore， the limitting function on(C)ニlimn勺 Pc，nk+1(0) maps C一札
k今回

conformally onto C -{ c ! I c 1 n }. This shows C -Mn，官her号 Cis the extended complex plain， is 

symply connected and we see that札 isconnected. 

According to the above consideration， the Green' s function of C -Mn with its pole at ∞1S 

giv巴nby Gn (c，叫 C-Mn) = log Iれ(c)|=!iE n k log lPc，nM(0)1.Here，附 C担 r冊目teれ(c)as 

:た A

れ(c)=c，O.(1+一一一一)"'， so that， we have Gn (c，∞， C-~L.) 二 logl On (c) Iニloglcl+o(l).Therefore， 
l' P c・ nk (0) 

the Robin constant of目。 isequal to 0， and the logarithmic capacity of Mn is 聞 lalto 1. 

Considering the results in 31， we obtain the following theorem concerning Mn. 

百leorem5. The Mandelbrot set国nof曹 三 zn十cis a connected and simply connected clsed set 

in C bounded by n-1vZ-with its logarithmic c且pacityequal to 1. 
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